
The software includes many features not covered here, this document was designed to get you up and running 
quickly and give you a little head start on configuration, In my opinion Simple is best because during a potentially 
stressful situation you don’t want to remember what you did months earlier to make something work.

Computer manufactures vary quite a bit I have found on several Windows and Linux installs these setting should get 
you up and running with the default operating system sound management utility.

The TESTING section at the end has links to some MP3 Files that can be used to test using MT63-2KL and FLMSG

I have some basic troubleshooting notes at the bottom of the page that may help as well.
Obtain the software here - http://www.w1hkj.com/
The site above has great documentation and a complete manual to assist beyond the scope of this document

Download the most recent version for your computer of FLDIGI and FLMSG  typically  for windows the ones ending 
in SETUP.EXE

Install FLDIGI First and FLMSG Second - typically accepting all defaults is good.

The icons look like this 

Launch FLDIGI a configuration wizard should pop up click NEXT or Save AND close After entering the information 
requested 

NOTE: If you have ever installed FLDIGI in the past your config files will be used from that install and you will not see 
this screen.

If you need to adjust setting go to the CONFIGURE Menu to access all the setting described below.
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You should be taken to the AUDIO screen and here you want to click PORT AUDIO and be sure your sound card is 
listed, it most likely will be different than what you see below but be sure the CAPTURE has a Microphone and 
PLAYBACK has Speaker on most computers what is in the box initially should be fine.

Typically this is the only configuration needed for a quick start click NEXT Three times and you should be presented 
with the FLDIGI Screen
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If the setup was successful you should see some sort of activity in the waterfall, it may look different but something 
like what is shown below  note the difference from the above image.

You may see gibberish in the top panel, and that is fine, the Computer is picking up either internal noise or ambient 
noise form the microphone.

If you have something in the waterfall you have made it passed the hardest part - If you do not it's most likely a 
sound configuration problem (see note at the end of the document)

NOTE: I have found that any time you make changes to the configuration it is best to save and then close and reopen 
FLDIGI - this may save you a lot of time wondering why a change didn't have expected results.

Next we will set three things
1 - The Op Mode -  the Op Mode We will be using MT63-2Kl or MT63-2000L
2 - Thee RxID and TxID buttons to ON (Green)
3 - SQL - Squelch, be careful with this many stations prefer to leave it off I like to use it
4 - During our exercise we will center the band on 1500 use the mouse to click on 1500 or use the < and > buttons 
near the number 1500 in the image below.
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Next we will configure FLMSG

Got to CONFIGURE - MISCELLANEOUS - NBEMS

Click the LOCATE FLMSG button. the location of FLMSG is typically located as the below image provides but may 
differ based on your Operating system be sure to click SAVE and then CLOSE on the config window.
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Afterwards close FLDIGI and reopen and you should be good to test. 

Notes and Info
1 - The Frequency displayed does not affect operation, it is used only if you are controlling the radio with the PC

A - Check to be sure your Microphone level is set to the mid-range, try higher if needed - and not muted
B - Some PC vendors install custom applications to manage the sounds card, it is preferred to use the Windows 
management utility it is important to disable any extended bass boot, 3D sounds any customizations put in 
place by the vendor typically called Enhancements.
C - Check and be sure the microphone is operating it you tap on it, you should see activity in the waterfall.
D - Check the SQL - Squelch setting turn it off to test and if a signal is seen in the waterfall adjust as desired.

2 - If you do not see anything on the waterfall there are several factors that may be causing this.

Much more detailed information can be found on YouTube - https://www.youtube.com/results?

search_query=FLDIGI+set+up+and+configuration

TESTING

Go to this page - http://kd7lrj.xenopho.be/nbems-fldigi/nbemsviamp3

At the bottom of the list is a file called Scenario_213t_Template.mp3

Download and play that on a device that is NOT the PC being used for FLDIGI and with a low volume and my laptop 3 
feet away from the speakers I am able to get a 100% copy and FLMSG opens up with the message - If you see any 
warnings about the Windows Firewall, Allow them, and if you are prompted for a Standard or Expert mode to open 
the message select the one on the right EXPERT.
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